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Abstract

The rate of tidal disruption events (TDEs), RTDE, is predicted to depend on stellar conditions near the super-massive
black hole (SMBH), which are on difficult-to-measure sub-parsec scales. We test whether RTDE depends on kpc-
scale global galaxy properties, which are observable. We concentrate on stellar surface mass density, 

SM , and
velocity dispersion, sv, which correlate with the stellar density and velocity dispersion of the stars around the
SMBH. We consider 35 TDE candidates, with and without known X-ray emission. The hosts range from star-
forming to quiescent to quiescent with strong Balmer absorption lines. The last (often with post-starburst spectra)
are overrepresented in our sample by a factor of -

+35 17
21 or -

+18 7
8, depending on the strength of the Hδ absorption line.

For a subsample of hosts with homogeneous measurements, 
S = 10M

9– ☉M10 kpc10 2, higher on average than
for a volume-weighted control sample of Sloan Digital Sky Survey galaxies with similar redshifts and stellar
masses. This is because (1) most of the TDE hosts here are quiescent galaxies, which tend to have higher 

SM than
the star-forming galaxies that dominate the control, and (2) the star-forming hosts have higher average 

SM than the
star-forming control. There is also a weak suggestion that TDE hosts have lower sv than for the quiescent control.
Assuming that


sµ S ´a bR M vTDE , and applying a statistical model to the TDE hosts and control sample, we

estimate a = ˆ 0.9 0.2 and b = - ˆ 1.0 0.6. This is broadly consistent with RTDE being tied to the dynamical
relaxation of stars surrounding the SMBH.

Key words: black hole physics – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: nuclei

1. Introduction

Tidal disruption events (TDEs) are luminous flares predicted to
occur when a super-massive black hole (SMBH), generally found
in the centers of galaxies (see, e.g., Graham 2016), disrupts and
accretes a star that orbits it within the tidal radius of the SMBH
(Hills 1975; Rees 1988). Theory suggests that disruption takes
place when the tidal radius is larger than the Schwarzshild radius,
which is satisfied when the mass of the SMBH, M•, together
with the mass and radius of the disrupted star, M and R ,
follows   -( ) ( )☉ ☉ ☉M M R R M M10•

8 3 2 1 2 (Kesden 2012).
Roughly half of the disrupted star is unbound and leaves the
system, while the rest of the material falls onto the SMBH and
forms an accretion disk. It is the circularization of the accretion
disk, or collisions between the infalling streams of matter, that is
thought to cause the observed flare (e.g., Lacy et al. 1982; Evans
& Kochanek 1989; Phinney 1989).

TDE candidates were first detected in archival searches in
the soft X-ray part of the spectrum (e.g., Grupe et al. 1995;
Bade et al. 1996; Komossa & Bade 1999; Komossa &
Greiner 1999), where they are expected to peak (Ulmer 1999).
In recent years, most new TDE candidates have been
discovered in optical, real-time transient surveys, such as the
All-Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae (ASASSN;

Holoien et al. 2017), Palomar Transient Factory (PTF; Rau
et al. 2009), and the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid
Response System (PanSTARRS; Kaiser et al. 2002). Several
TDE candidates were discovered in archival data from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), in both
imaging (van Velzen et al. 2011) and spectroscopy (due to the
presence of high-ionization coronal lines; e.g., Komossa
et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2011, 2012).
The Open TDE Catalog currently lists ∼66 TDE candi-

dates.11 However, it is still unclear what observational features
define a TDE as opposed to, for example, a flaring active
galactic nucleus (AGN) or a supernova (see, e.g., Auchettl
et al. 2018; or the discussion surrounding ASASSN15lh, e.g.,
Dong et al. 2016; Leloudas et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017;
Margutti et al. 2017). Moreover, most objects do not have
multiwavelength coverage, and it is unclear if the objects we
collectively call “TDE candidates” all belong to one monolithic
class. For example, while many TDE candidates are observed
in X-rays, as expected, some are detected in the UV/optical but
show no signs of X-ray emission (e.g., Gezari et al. 2012). We
refer to all TDE candidates in this paper as “TDEs.”
Recently, Auchettl et al. (2017, hereafter A17) conducted a

comprehensive analysis of the X-ray emission of all the TDE
candidates in the literature and theorized that, rather than two
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separate groups of astronomical phenomena, the division
between X-ray- and optically/UV-bright TDEs was due to
the latter type of objects originating in systems with enhanced
column densities. This leads to significant reprocessing of the
X-rays emitted by these “veiled” TDEs, so that they are not
observed in this part of the spectrum.

The TDE rate is expected to depend on the mass of the
SMBH along with the density and velocity dispersion of stars
in orbit around it. Theoretical formulations predict a TDE rate
of~ - -10 yr4 1 per galaxy (Magorrian & Tremaine 1999; Wang
& Merritt 2004; Stone & Metzger 2016). While some
observational studies have estimated similar rates (e.g., Esquej
et al. 2008; Auchettl et al. 2018), others imply a rate an order of
magnitude lower (e.g., Donley et al. 2002; Gezari et al. 2008;
van Velzen & Farrar 2014; Holoien et al. 2016b).

For a star to be disrupted by the SMBH, it needs to enter its
“loss cone” (i.e., the star’s trajectory and velocity have to be
such that it will enter the space between the Schwarzshild and
tidal radii of the SMBH). The most straightforward way for this
to happen is through collisional two-body relaxation, although
other dynamical mechanisms have been suggested (see
Alexander 2012 for a review). Thus it is natural to expect
that the TDE rate would depend on the mass of the SMBH and
the density and velocity dispersion of the stars in the loss cone.
Regrettably, as the size of the loss cone is on sub-pc scales,
these properties cannot be measured directly.

Some local galaxy properties, however, are correlated with
global properties on kpc scales, which can be measured. Based
on integral field observations, Cappellari et al. (2006) showed
that the central stellar velocity dispersions of galaxies are
correlated over galactic scales, and the dependence of the
central stellar velocity dispersion on aperture size is very weak.
There exists a well-known correlation between the stellar
velocity dispersion, sv, and the black hole mass (e.g.,
Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Magorrian et al. 1998; Gebhardt
et al. 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002; McConnell & Ma 2013).
Thus the central stellar velocity dispersion is correlated with
properties of the central SMBH. Similarly, galaxy light profiles
of massive galaxies are smooth, and thus the stellar surface
mass density, 

SM , measured within the half-light radius is
correlated with the central stellar surface mass density. Thus,
while we are not able to probe the host galaxy on the pc scales
corresponding to the loss cone of the SMBH, we can examine
global galaxy properties on kpc scales that correlate with
galaxy properties on small scales.

Arcavi et al. (2014), French et al. (2016, hereafter F16), and
French et al. (2017) analyzed a sample of eight TDEs that fall
into this second class of events. They had all been discovered
by optical surveys, had no detectable emission in X-ray
observations,12 and had optical spectra that showed wide Hα
and He II emission lines. A majority of these TDEs were hosted
by quiescent, Balmer-strong galaxies, characterized by weak or
no emission lines coupled with deep Balmer absorption
features. These features hint that although current star
formation is either low or nonexistent (hence the lack of
emission lines), the galaxy experienced a large burst of star
formation in the last Gyr or so, leaving behind A stars that are
characterized by their Balmer absorption features. This type of

star formation history is often seen in post-starburst galaxies, as
they evolve from late-type, star-forming galaxies to early-type,
quiescent galaxies (e.g., Dressler & Gunn 1983; Zabludoff
et al. 1996; Zahid et al. 2016a). As this is a transitional phase,
post-starburst galaxies represent only ≈0.1%–2.0% of all
galaxies. Based on this TDE sample, F16 concluded that the
TDE rate in quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies was boosted by a
factor of ∼30–200. Stone & Metzger (2016) have suggested
that the overabundance of TDEs in these rare galaxies could be
due to the high density of stars in the cores of post-merger
galaxies (Yang et al. 2004, 2006, 2008; Swinbank et al. 2012;
Stone & van Velzen 2016; Zahid et al. 2016a).
Here we use a sample of 35 TDEs and a volume-weighted

control sample of galaxies (described in Section 2) to formulate
an empirical relation between the TDE rate and global galaxy
properties. In Section 3, we show that TDEs preferentially
occur in galaxies that have higher stellar surface mass densities
than the galaxies in the control sample. This effect is due to the
star-forming TDE hosts, which have higher 

SM values on
average than the star-forming subsample of control galaxies.
We also find a suggestion that quiescent TDE hosts may have
lower stellar velocity dispersions than the quiescent-galaxy
control sample. Also, we confirm that quiescent Balmer-strong
galaxies are overrepresented among TDE hosts. This over-
representation may arise, at least in part, because these galaxies
also exhibit high stellar densities. In Section 4, we statistically
model the TDE rate. Consistent with theory, our TDE sample
suggests a direct (and significant) dependence of the TDE rate
on stellar surface mass density and an inverse (but not
significantly different than zero) dependence on velocity
dispersion. We discuss our results in Section 5 and summarize
them in Section 6.
Throughout this paper we assume a Λ-cold-dark-matter

cosmological model with parameters W = W =L 0.7, 0.3m , and
=H 700 kms−1Mpc−1.

2. Data

We describe our TDE sample in Section 2.1 and summarize
its properties in Table 1. The control galaxy sample is
described in Section 2.2.

2.1. TDE Sample

Our TDE sample comprises 35 events, most of which are
taken from A17. The TDE candidates were classified according
to a combination of their available X-ray data, followed by data
in other wavelengths. Accordingly, the TDEs are classified into
four groups: X-ray TDEs, likely X-ray TDEs, possible X-ray
TDEs, and veiled TDEs. The criteria for each group are defined
in Section 3.1 of A17. All four groups share the following basic
criteria:

1. The candidate’s location is consistent with the nucleus of
its host galaxy.

2. There is no evidence of an AGN.13

3. A supernova or gamma-ray burst classification of the
candidate has been ruled out.

12 Except for ASASSN14li, which was observed to have soft X-ray emission
(Holoien et al. 2016b). Arcavi et al. (2014) detected X-ray emission at the
location of PTF09axc, but were unable to determine if it was directly related to
the TDE candidate.

13 Despite this criterion, we keep the host galaxies of ASASSN14li, PS16dtm,
F01004, SDSS J0952, and SDSS J1350, which are known to host AGNs (e.g.,
Prieto et al. 2016), as the TDEs do not resemble AGN flares (see, e.g., van
Velzen et al. 2016; Blanchard et al. 2017). See Section 3.3 for further details.
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The X-ray TDEs, likely X-ray TDEs, and possible X-ray
TDEs also have X-ray emission, where requirements
regarding the shape and quality of an event’s X-ray light
curve, as well as its peak brightness, are gradually relaxed for
each successive group. Finally, veiled TDEs are candidates
that have no known X-ray emission but have been classified
as TDEs according to their UV/optical data. (We refer the
reader to A17 for a detailed account of the X-ray observations
of each TDE in our sample.) The TDEs used here, grouped
according to this classification scheme, are presented in
Table 1.

The A17 classification scheme includes a measure of the
reliability of a given event being a bona-fide TDE (i.e., “likely”
TDEs are more reliable candidates than “possible” TDEs).
Throughout this work, we test whether our results are biased by
the inclusion of less-reliable TDE candidates by repeating the
statistical analyses using different TDE subsamples: (1) all
TDEs excluding “possible” TDEs; (2) only TDEs with known
X-ray emission; (3) TDEs with known X-ray emission but
excluding “possible” X-ray TDEs; (4) veiled TDEs with no
known X-ray emission (including those objects with coronal
lines or broad H or He features); (5) TDEs with spectra that

Table 1
TDE Host-galaxy Properties

TDE Host Hα EWa
dH A Redshift Slit Width Spectrum Source

(Å) (Å) (arcsec [kpc])

X-Ray TDEs
ASASSN14lib,c −0.6±0.5 5.7±0.6 0.02058 3.0(1.3) SDSS
Swift J1644 −2.5±0.8 4.7±1.1 0.3534 1.0(9.1) Levan et al. (2011)
XMM J0740 −0.3±0.6 0.4±0.4 0.0173 4.8(1.7) Saxton et al. (2017)

Likely X-Ray TDEs
SDSS J1201 0.7±0.3 −1.1±2.4 0.146 L Saxton et al. (2012)
2MASX J0249d − 5.7±0.6 0.4±0.5 0.0186 L Esquej et al. (2007)
PTF10iya −20.5±0.6 2.9±0.9 0.22405 1.0(5.4) Cenko et al. (2012)
SDSS J1311 − 2.1±1.5 3.6±1.1 0.195 2.0(9.2) Maksym et al. (2010)
SDSS J1323 − 0.2±0.5 −1.2±1.5 0.0875 3.0(5.8) SDSS
3XMM J1521 0.8±1.1 −1.5±2.4 0.17901 2.0(8.4) BOSS
3XMM J1500 −45.1±0.8 1.4±1.7 0.145 2.0(6.7) BOSS

Possible X-Ray TDEs
ASASSN15oic 0.1±0.3 1.9±0.7 0.0484 1.65(1.7) Holoien et al. (2016a)
RX J1242- Ad 1.1±0.8 0.9±1.2 0.05 1.5(1.6) Komossa & Greiner (1999)
RX J1242-Bd − 0.9±0.9 −0.4±2.7 0.05 1.5(1.6) Komossa & Greiner (1999)
RX J1420-A − 0.2±0.9 −2.8±2.0 0.148 3.0(10.2) SDSS
RX J1420-B −71.6±1.7 5.8±3.4 0.147 3.0(10.1) SDSS
SDSS J0159 −19.9±0.8 1.7±1.0 0.31167 3.0(23.6) SDSS
RBS 1032 − 0.5±0.4 4.1±0.4 0.02604 3.0(1.7) SDSS
RX J1624 0.6±1.3 −1.1±2.1 0.0636 1.7(2.4) Grupe et al. (1999)
NGC 5905 −28.4±0.1 L 0.01131 2.0(0.4) Ho et al. (1995)

Veiled TDEs
iPTF16fnlc 0.8±0.6 5.8±0.3 0.0163 1.2(0.4) Brown et al. (2018)
PS16dtm −31.8±0.4 −0.2±1.1 0.0804 3.0(5.3) SDSS
F01004 −47.0±0.2 −0.2±0.8 0.1178 1.5(4.0) Rodríguez Zaurín et al. (2009)
D23H-1 −13.3±0.9 4.3±1.5 0.1855 2.0(8.7) BOSS
PS1-11af 0.7±1.2 1.5±1.4 0.4046 1.0(10.7) Chornock et al. (2014)
SDSS J0952e −27.8±0.4 −2.0±1.1 0.0789 3.0(5.2) SDSS
SDSS J1342e −15.1±0.5 −1.0±1.3 0.0366 3.0(2.3) SDSS
SDSS J1350e −20.3±0.4 0.9±1.3 0.0777 3.0(5.1) SDSS
TDE1 1.2±1.0 −1.3±1.3 0.1359 2.0(6.2) BOSS
TDE2c − 4.5±0.5 3.7±0.6 0.2515 1.5(9.2) van Velzen et al. (2011)
SDSS J0748b,c,e −11.4±1.0 1.2±0.8 0.0615 1.0(1.3) Yang et al. (2013)
ASASSN14aeb,c − 0.7±0.4 3.4±0.8 0.0436 3.0(2.8) SDSS
PTF09axcb,c − 1.1±0.7 4.9±0.4 0.1146 1.0(2.6) Arcavi et al. (2014)
PTF09djlb,c − 0.3±0.7 4.7±0.5 0.184 1.0(4.3) Arcavi et al. (2014)
PTF09geb,c − 1.7±0.8 0.3±0.7 0.064 0.7(1.0) Arcavi et al. (2014)
PS1-10jhb,c − 0.5±0.7 1.7±0.8 0.1696 1.0(4.0) Arcavi et al. (2014)
iPTF15afb,c − 1.7±0.3 1.3±1.9 0.079 3.0(5.2) SDSS
iPTF16axa − 1.1±1.7 0.2±1.5 0.108 0.5(1.2) Wevers et al. (2017)

Notes.
a Negative values indicate emission. Hα EW values have been corrected for stellar absorption.
b Analyzed by F16.
c TDEs with optical spectra that exhibit broad H or He features.
d Extracted with WebPlotDigitizer.
e TDEs with optical spectra that exhibit high-ionization coronal lines.
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exhibit broad H or He lines; and (6) the eight TDEs analyzed
by F16. The results of these tests, which find no significant
dependence on the choice of TDE subsample, are collected in
Table 2.

We also include 3XMM J1500 (Lin et al. 2017), F01004
(Tadhunter et al. 2017), PS16dtm (Blanchard et al. 2017), and
iPTF16axa (Hung et al. 2017), which were published after A17
had been submitted. According to the A17 criteria, we treat these
events as a likely X-ray TDE and three veiled TDEs, respectively.
TDE1 (van Velzen et al. 2011) was not classified by A17 because
there were no X-ray observations overlapping the position of the
TDE. Based on its optical emission, we treat this event as a veiled
TDE. iPTF15af, which was included in the F16 sample, was not
detected in X-rays, and so is classified here as a veiled TDE with
broad H/He features (N. Blagorodnova et al. 2018, in preparation,
and private communication).

The objects in our sample were selected according to the
A17 classification (i.e., we did not include TDEs that were
rejected by A17) and by the availability of host-galaxy
spectra that covered the Hα and Hδ features, necessary for
our analysis in Section 3. The latter requirement biases our
sample against TDEs in high-redshift galaxies. However, this

leads to the exclusion of only one TDE, Swift J2058,
at »z 1.2.
Where available, we collect the host-galaxy spectra of our

TDEs from the literature, the SDSS, or the Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013). When a
spectrum was published as a plot in a paper but the data were
unavailable (namely, 2MASX J0249 and the two host-galaxy
candidates of RX J1242; Esquej et al. 2007; Komossa &
Greiner 1999), we use the WEBPLOTDIGITIZER14 to digitize the
figure.
Two of the TDEs, namely RX J1420 (Greiner et al. 2000)

and RX J1242 (Komossa & Greiner 1999; Vaughan
et al. 2004), each have two potential host galaxies identified
by their discoverers. We analyze all four galaxies in this work,
and in Section 3.4 we pay special attention to RX J1420.
Our TDE sample is heterogeneous, as it includes TDEs

collected and classified by different surveys. As noted by Graur
et al. (2017), heterogeneous samples should be treated with
care, as they propagate the different classification, survey
depth, and selection biases of the surveys they draw from. F16

Table 2
Using Different TDE Subsamples has Little to no Effect on the Determination of: (1) The Overrepresentation of Quiescent Balmer-strong Galaxies among TDE Hosts;

(2) The High Stellar Surface Mass Densities of TDE Hosts and their Median Velocity Dispersion;
and (3) The Estimates of a b, in the Statistical Model of the TDE Rate

TDE Subsamplea NTDE
b NsQBS

c Overabundanced NmQBS
e Overabundance

All TDEs 35 4 -
+35 17

21 8 -
+18 7

8

All, except “possible” 28 4 -
+44 21

28 7 -
+20 7

10

Veiled + broad H/He + coronal 18 3 -
+50 29

38 4 -
+17 8

12

Broad H/He 12 4 -
+110 50

80 5 -
+34 14

22

X-ray + “likely” + “possible” 17 1 -
+18 18

22 4 -
+18 9

13

X-ray + “likely” 10 1 -
+29 29

41 3 -
+23 13

21

F16sample 8 3 -
+110 70

110 4 -
+41 20

31

SN M S( )log M p50
f Significanceg sN v s( )log v p50

h Significancei
 sSN ,M v

j
â b̂

13 -
+9.5 0.1

0.4 6σ(5σ) 14 -
+1.8 0.2

0.3 3σ(1σ) 10 0.9±0.2 −1.0±0.6

10 -
+9.5 0.2

0.2 6σ(5σ) 11 -
+1.9 0.2

0.2 3σ(1σ) 8 0.9±0.2 −1.1±0.7

7 -
+9.5 0.2

0.1 5σ(3σ) 8 -
+1.9 0.3

0.2 2σ(1σ) 6 0.9±0.3 −1.0±0.9

6 -
+9.5 0.2

0.3 4σ(3σ) 5 -
+1.8 0.2

0.3 2σ(1σ) 6 0.9±0.2 −1.1±0.9

6 -
+9.6 0.1

0.5 4σ(3σ) 6 -
+1.8 0.2

0.3 2σ(1σ) 4 1.0±0.3 −1.1±1.0

3 -
+9.5 0.0

0.6 3σ(2σ) 3 -
+1.8 0.0

0.1 1σ(1σ) 2 1.0±0.4 −1.2±1.5

5 -
+9.5 0.2

0.4 4σ(3σ) 5 -
+1.8 0.1

0.3 2σ(1σ) 5 0.9±0.3 −0.9±0.9

Notes.
a The TDE subsamples contain the following types of TDEs: (1) All TDEs; (2) All TDEs except for “possible” X-ray TDEs; (3) All veiled TDEs (including those with
broad H/He features or coronal lines); (4) TDEs with broad H or He features; (5) All TDEs with known X-ray emission; (6) X-ray and likely X-ray TDEs; and (6) the
eight veiled TDEs with broad H or He features analyzed by F16.
b Number of TDEs in the specific subsample.
c Number of TDE hosts that are quiescent, Balmer-strong (post-starburst) galaxies (sQBS).
d All overabundances, including those for the F16 sample, were calculated assuming quiescent Balmer-strong (sQBS; d s d- >( ) ÅH H 4AA ) and quiescent
moderately Balmer-strong galaxies (mQBS; d s d- >( ) ÅH H 1.31AA ) account for 0.3% and 1.2% of all galaxies in the volume-weighted sample, respectively.
e Number of TDE hosts that are quiescent, moderately Balmer-strong galaxies (mQBS, a fraction of which are expected to be starburst galaxies).
f Median of S( )☉Mlog kpcM

2 values for the TDEs in the specific subsample.
g We used a binomial test to ascertain the statistical significance of the higher stellar surface mass densities of the TDE hosts. For these tests, 88% and 71% of the
galaxies in the volume-weighted sample have values S <( )log 9.5M and S <( )log 9M , respectively. These values represent the median of the SM values and the
lower limit of the TDE hosts, respectively. The significance of the test that uses the more conservative limit of S <( )log 9M is shown in parentheses.
h Median of s -( )log km sv

1 values for the TDEs in the specific subsample.
i We used a binomial test to ascertain the statistical significance of the lower velocity dispersions of the TDE hosts. For these tests, 48% and 0.09% of the galaxies in
the volume-weighted sample have values s >( )log 1.8v and s >( )log 2.2v , respectively. These values represent the median of the sv values and the upper limit of the
TDE hosts, respectively. The significance of the test that uses the more conservative limit of S >( )log 2.2M is shown in parentheses.
j Number of TDE hosts with SM and sv values measured in the same manner as for the control galaxies.

14 https://automeris.io/WebPlotDigitizer/
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attempted to allay this problem by limiting their sample to
flares that were discovered by optical surveys and had spectra
that showed broad Hα or He II features. While this ensured a
more homogeneous sample, it also limited its size. As we note
in Section 1, it is still unclear whether or not veiled TDEs and
X-ray TDEs form two separate classes of objects. As such, we
test whether the overabundance of veiled TDEs in quiescent
Balmer-strong galaxies is unique to those objects, or whether
other types of TDEs also occur in this rare type of galaxy. By
relying on the systematic classification of A17 and analyzing
all host-galaxy spectra in the same manner, we alleviate the
worst biases inherent in a heterogeneous sample. The results
we report in Section 3 bolster our confidence in these measures.

2.2. Control Galaxy Sample

In the following sections, we compare the host galaxies of
the TDE sample in Table 1 to a representative sample of SDSS
galaxies. We select galaxies from the 12th data release (Alam
et al. 2015)15 SDSS Main Galaxy Sample consisting of
∼900,000 galaxies observed over ∼10,000 deg2 to a limiting
magnitude of ¢ <r 17.77 mag. The spectral range of the
SDSS observations is 3800–9200Å at a resolution of ~R
1500 at 5000Å (Smee et al. 2013).

We limit the comparison sample to galaxies in the redshift
range < <z0.01 0.2, which covers ∼86% of the redshifts of
the TDE host galaxies in our sample.16 The lower redshift limit
ensures that distance estimates are not severely affected by
peculiar velocities. The upper redshift limit means the sample
contains bright, intrinsically rare galaxies. A two-sided Kolmo-
gorov–Smirnov test does not reject the null hypothesis that the
redshift distribution of the TDE hosts is drawn from the same
distribution as the redshifts of the control sample, at a p-value of

0.01. Furthermore, varying the redshift limit of the sample (e.g.,
to < <z0.01 0.1) has no significant effect on our results.
The galaxies in our control sample range in stellar mass from

 =( )☉M Mlog 6.5 to 12.3. The TDE hosts for which we
measure stellar masses, on the other hand, are limited to a range
of  =( )☉M Mlog 9.2–10.8. In Sections 3.2 and 4.2, we
control for this narrower stellar mass range and show that
applying different stellar mass cuts to the control sample has
very little effect on our results.
The SDSS survey is magnitude-limited, and thus the same

objects are not observed throughout the survey volume; only
nearby fainter objects are included in the sample. Our aim is to
compare the TDE host galaxy properties to the properties of the
general galaxy population. To account for the magnitude limit of
the survey, we derive a volume weight for each galaxy in
the sample. This volume weight corresponds to the survey volume
over which a particular galaxy may be observed, given the
magnitude limit of the SDSS. This approach is analogous to
the volume-weighting first proposed to account for incompleteness
when deriving the quasar luminosity function (Schmidt 1968).
The sample is observed over a large redshift range, so we must

account for the shift in the photometric bands. We K-correct
the individual measurements to z = 0.1 and derive a mean
K-correction for the sample as a function of redshift, which we
apply to the magnitude limit. Figure 1(A) shows the K-correction
as a function of redshift. The median correction in bins of
redshift is

= + -¢( ) ( ) ( )K z z z1.09 3.31 2.5 log 1.1 , 1r 0.1 0.1
2

10

where = -z z 0.10.1 . We apply the best-fit correction to the
magnitude limit shown in Figure 1(B).
We calculate the volume weight from the absolute

magnitude limit plotted in Figure 1(B). The limit is

= - - - -¢ ¢ ¢( ) [ ( ) ] ( ) ( )M z L K z A17.77 5 log 1 2r D r r,lim

where LD is the luminosity distance and =¢A 0.086r mag is the
average ¢r -band extinction. We invert this relation to determine

Figure 1. (A) z = 0.1 ¢r -band K-correction as a function of redshift. Black points are individual galaxies, the blue curve is the median correction in bins of redshift, and
the red dashed line is a polynomial fit of the correction as a function of redshift. We apply the fit of the correction to the magnitude limit plotted in (B). (B) K-corrected
absolute ¢r -band magnitude as a function of redshift. Black points are individual galaxies, and dashed lines delineate the magnitude limit as a function of redshift. We
use the magnitude limit and absolute magnitude to determine the volume over which each galaxy may be observed. For clarity, we plot a random subset of the full
sample.

15 http://www.sdss.org/dr12
16 Five TDE hosts have redshifts >0.2: PTF10iya (z = 0.22405), TDE2
(z = 0.2515), SDSS J0159 (z = 0.31167), Swift J1644 (z = 0.3534), and
PS1-11af (z = 0.4046).
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the maximum redshift, zmax, over which an object of particular
absolute magnitude may be observed. For objects with

>z 0.2max , we set =z 0.2max . The volume weight is

d
p

= ´ ´ -( ) ( )w r r
4

3
. 3vol sky max

3
min
3

Here dsky is the fraction of sky observed by SDSS, and rmax and
rmin are the maximum and minimum comoving distance,
respectively. We determine rmax from zmax, and rmin is the
comoving distance at z = 0.01.

In this work, we concentrate on several global galaxy
properties: stellar mass, M ; size (by way of the Sérsic half-
light radius, r50, as measured in the ¢r band); stellar velocity
dispersion, s ;v and surface mass density,


S = ( )M

r
, 4M

50
2

where, following Cheung et al. (2012), we have emitted the
constant p2 in the denominator.

We derive stellar masses with the LEPHARE code (Arnouts
et al. 1999; Ilbert et al. 2009) and SDSS ugriz cmodel
magnitudes (Stoughton et al. 2002; Doi et al. 2010), corrected
for line-of-sight extinction via the Schlafly & Finkbeiner
(2011) reddening maps. ¢r -band half-light radii, measured
through a Sérsic profile fit, were taken from the Value Added
Galaxy Catalog produced by the New York University group
(Blanton et al. 2005). Velocity dispersions were calculated by
the Portsmouth Group.17

We apply several quality cuts to the galaxy sample. Detailed
as follows, we exclude galaxies with

1. Bad Hα fits (i.e., c 0;2 0.8% of the sample)
2. Bad velocity dispersion measurements (s s s= =( )0, 0v v ,

or s s s> =( ) ;v v 5.1% of the sample)
3. Bad stellar mass measurements (  <M 0 or  s ( )M 0;

0.9% of the sample)
4. Bad diameter measurements or values smaller than the

SDSS seeing of ~ 1. 2 (0.6% of the sample)
5. Evidence of AGN: We exclude composite galaxies (6.5%

of the sample, 1.9% after volume-weighting), AGNs
(3.1%, 0.7%), and low signal-to-noise LINERS (10.4%,
2.1%), which correspond to classes 3–5 in the GALSPEC
BPT classification (Baldwin et al. 1981; Kauffmann
et al. 2003; Brinchmann et al. 2004).

After these cuts, we are left with 443, 023 galaxies. While the
TDE hosts are not drawn from the SDSS control sample, they
satisfy cuts 1–4. (AGN activity is discussed in full in
Section 3.3.)

3. Global Properties of TDE Host Galaxies

In this section, we first test whether TDEs are overabundant
in quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies, and then show that TDE
host galaxies are preferentially found in galaxies with higher
surface mass densities than the general galaxy population. We
also find a hint that quiescent TDE hosts may have lower
velocity dispersions than the control quiescent population.
Quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies are also known to have high
stellar surface mass densities, but we cannot yet tell whether
their overabundance is driven solely by this property. Finally,

we use the test case of RX J1420 to show that the global galaxy
properties we focus on here can be used to identify TDE host
galaxies in cases where there is more than one candidate host.

3.1. TDEs and Quiescent Balmer-strong Galaxies

We begin by testing whether the overabundance of TDEs in
quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies reported by Arcavi et al.
(2014) and F16 persists in our larger sample of TDE host
galaxies (34 objects versus 8). We repeat the analysis
performed by F16 and compare the locations of the TDE hosts
in the phase space spanned by Hα equivalent width (EW) and
Lick dH A absorption relative to a control sample of volume-
weighted SDSS galaxies.
To compare our results with those of F16, we analyzed the

host-galaxy spectra in the same manner, by fitting for the Lick
dH A index, which probes stellar absorption from A stars

(Worthey & Ottaviani 1997), and the Hα EW, which probes
current star formation. Following Dressler et al. (1999),
quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies were selected as having deep
Hδ absorption features ( d s d- >( )H H 4A A Å) and little
ongoing star formation ( a <H EW 3 Å). The latter value
corresponds to a specific star formation rate of  - -10 yr11 1,
below which galaxies are usually considered to be “quiescent”
(e.g., Elbaz et al. 2011; Graur et al. 2015). dH A was not
corrected for emission-line filling, but the Hα EW was
corrected for stellar absorption, since these effects are expected
to be negligible and significant, respectively, in quiescent
Balmer-strong galaxies.
As in F16, we differentiate between quiescent Balmer-strong

galaxies (classified as those galaxies with d s d- >( )H H 4A A Å)
and quiescent, “moderately” Balmer-strong galaxies (for which
the requirement on d s d- ( )H HA A is relaxed to >1.31 Å). The
galaxies in the first category are unambiguously post-starburst
galaxies (F16), but galaxies in the second category have spectra
that could arise from either post-starburst or truncated star
formation histories. To remain exact, we will continue to refer to
these galaxies as “quiescent Balmer-strong” throughout the paper.
Our control sample includes 324 quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies
and 2543 quiescent moderately Balmer-strong galaxies. These
account for 0.3% and 1.2% of the comparison galaxy sample,
respectively.18

Our analysis differs from that of F16 in three ways:

1. Our control sample is volume-weighted, so it accounts for
the fact that low-mass, low-luminosity galaxies at high
redshifts are missed in magnitude-limited surveys such as
the SDSS.

2. We do not limit the control sample to galaxies with
spectra with a median signal-to-noise ratio 10 (to
remove galaxies with spurious Hα measurements), as
such a cut would remove »16% of the galaxy sample
(before applying the volume weights) and bias it toward
more luminous, massive galaxies.

3. F16required d >H 1.31A Å for the quiescent, moderately
Balmer-strong galaxies, but we prefer to use the same
criterion ( d s d- ( )H HA A ) for both Balmer-strong and
moderately Balmer-strong galaxies.

Figure 2 shows the locations of the Balmer-series lines in the
TDE host galaxy spectra used here, along with the resulting
classifications into star-forming, quiescent, and quiescent

17 http://www.sdss.org/dr12/spectro/galaxy_portsmouth/ 18 For comparison, in F16 these fractions were 0.2% and 2.3%, respectively.
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Figure 2. TDE host galaxy spectra used in this work. The spectra of the host galaxies analyzed by F16 are not shown, since they already appear in that paper. The rest-
frame spectra have been rebinned into 10Å bins. The purple, red, orange, and blue colors represent hosts of X-ray TDEs, likely X-ray TDEs, possible X-ray TDEs,
and veiled TDEs, respectively. The dashed gray lines denote the wavelengths of the Balmer series: Hδ, Hγ, Hβ, and Hα. The galaxy type (“Q” for quiescent; “SF” for
star-forming; “SF/AGN” for galaxies with Hα EW 3 Å with AGN activity [see Section 3.3]; “sQBS” for quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies with
d s d- >( ) ÅH H 4 ;A A and “mQBS” for quiescent, moderately Balmer-strong galaxies with d s d< -Å ( ) Å1.31 H H 4A A ) is noted above every panel, along with

the name of the TDE. The two panels of each TDE spectrum are not on the same flux scale. The Ho et al. (1995) spectra of NGC 5905 do not cover the Hδ line and are
not shown here.
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Balmer-strong galaxies. We do not show the spectra of those
galaxies studied by F16, as they have already been presented in
that paper. Table 1 lists the TDEs in our sample, along with the
properties of their host galaxies and the source of each
spectrum.

In Figure 3, TDE hosts are found in both star-forming and
quiescent galaxies. However, as pointed out by F16, there is a
third locus of TDE host galaxies in the region that contains
quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies.

The low fractions of quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies
out of the general galaxy population imply an overabundance
of TDEs in quiescent Balmer-strong and moderately Balmer-
strong galaxies of = -

+4 35 0.003 35 17
21 and =8 35 0.012

-
+18 7

8, respectively. The uncertainties have been calculated by
propagating the Poisson uncertainties on the numbers of TDE
hosts in the numerator and denominator, and taking the 16th
and 84th percentiles of the resulting distribution. Although
the overabundance values measured here are formally lower
than those measured by F16 ( -

+190 100
115 and -

+33 11
7 , respectively),

they are consistent within the s2 and s1 uncertainties,
respectively.

Table 2 shows that the choice of TDE subsample has no
significant effect on the overrepresentation of quiescent

Balmer-strong galaxies. Although formally the F16 and broad
H/He subsamples produce overabundance ratios that are ∼2–3
times as high as those produced by the other subsamples, all
values are consistent within their uncertainties. Importantly, we
find the same overabundance values for TDEs with and without
known X-ray emission.
Five of the host galaxies in our sample have redshifts
>z 0.2. Of these, one is a moderately Balmer-Strong galaxy.

Removing these galaxies from the sample does not have a
significant impact on the overabundance of post-starburst
galaxies among the TDE hosts in our sample.
In Figure 4, we show each type of TDE on its own in the

Hα– dH A phase space. Due to the small number of events in
each panel, we cannot draw statistically significant conclusions.
However, several points stand out:

1. The X-ray TDEs ASASSN14li, Swift J1644, and XMM
J0740 are all found in quiescent galaxies. Of these, the
first two are quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies.

2. Likely and possible X-ray TDEs are found in both star-
forming and quiescent galaxies.

3. More than half of the veiled TDEs, including those
with broad H or He lines, are found in quiescent
galaxies, including hosts with strong Balmer absorption
lines.

4. TDEs with coronal line emission are all found in star-
forming galaxies. At a given Hα emission, these objects
also have shallower dH A absorption features than the
background star-forming galaxy population. This effect
may be driven by the TDE line emission filling in the dH A
absorption. While the emission-line filling of the dH A
absorption from star formation will affect both the TDEs
and SDSS galaxies, the additional effect of the ongoing
TDE observed in the coronal-line TDE host spectra
would act to decrease the measured dH A absorption. In
order to quantitatively address this scenario, a fuller
picture is required of how the narrow line emission
evolves in TDEs with time, and relative to the coronal
line emission. Such an analysis is outside the scope of
this work, but will be important to understand the
underlying host galaxy emission in coronal line-emit-
ting TDEs.

5. Overall, TDEs in star-forming galaxies appear to be shifted
to lower dH A absorption values than the general star-
forming population. This shift may be due to (1) filling of
dH A by emission from the TDE if it was still active when

the galaxy spectrum was taken (e.g., SDSS J0748), as noted
previously; (2) different stellar mass distributions for the
TDE hosts and control galaxy sample (which we tested by
cutting on stellar mass and rule out); (3) contamination of
the Hα line by an AGN or LINER, which affects a few of
the TDE hosts (see Section 3.3); and (4) a physical
difference between the TDE hosts and comparison galaxy
sample.

3.2. Surface Stellar Mass Density and Velocity Dispersion

Of the 37 TDE hosts in our sample, 16 appear in both the
NYU and Portsmouth value-added catalogs, which allows us to
measure their global galaxy properties in the same way as for
the control galaxy sample. This allows us to make an “apples-

Figure 3. Hα EW emission vs. dH A absorption for an SDSS sample of galaxies
at redshifts < <z0.01 0.2 (blue and red dots, which represent star-forming
and quiescent galaxies, respectively) and TDE host galaxies (white squares).
For display purposes, the galaxies in this figure have not been volume-
weighted (see Section 2.2), and the upper and lower panels have different linear
scalings. The gray patches, delineated by black dashed and solid curves, mark
the regions of this phase space inhabited by quiescent Balmer-strong (post-
starburst) and moderately Balmer-strong galaxies (some of which are post-
starburst). Thirty-five TDEs are represented in this figure (RX J1242 and RX
J1420 each have two possible host galaxies). The majority of these broadly
follow the global galaxy distribution, with two loci in star-forming and
quiescent galaxies. Once the galaxy sample is weighted by volume, quiescent
Balmer-strong galaxies account for 0.3%–1.2% of the sample. Between four
and eight of the TDE hosts are quiescent, Balmer-strong galaxies, indicating a
lower but still considerate overabundance of TDE candidates in this rare type of
galaxy.
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to-apples” comparison between the hosts of these TDEs and the
general galaxy population. Table 3 summarizes the values
of these properties for the TDE host galaxies in this
subsample.19

While this subsample of TDEs accounts for only half of our
full sample, it includes all four types of TDE as classified by
A17 and spans a wide dynamical range in galaxy properties,
including, most importantly, a galaxy stellar mass range of

 »( )☉M Mlog 8.5–11, over which TDEs are expected to
occur.

To test theoretical estimates of the TDE rate, which find a
dependence on the density and velocity dispersion of the stars
around the SMBH, we concentrate here on global stellar
surface mass density, 

SM , and velocity dispersion, sv. In the
following sections, we will often refer to the base-10
logarithms of these properties. In these cases, the units will
be 

S( ( ))☉Mlog kpcM
2 and s -( )log km sv

1 . For simplicity,
we will omit the units from now on.

Thirteen TDE hosts have concrete 
SM measurements based

on LEPHARE stellar masses and Sérsic half-light radii,20 and are
shown in Figure 5. Fourteen hosts have sv measurements from
the Portsmouth pipeline, and a subsample of 10 have both types
of measurements. The last sample is marked in Figure 5 with
purple squares. We address the rest of the TDEs in Table 3 at
the end of this section.
Some of the TDE hosts in Table 3 have velocity dispersion

values lower than the typical SDSS instrumental resolution of 60
kms−1 (Thomas et al. 2013). However, we choose to keep these
objects in our sample. Recently, Wevers et al. (2017) measured
velocity dispersions for 12 TDE hosts. Six of these (ASASSN14li,
ASASSN14ae, PTF09ge, iPTF15af, D23-H1, and TDE1) also
have Portsmouth velocity dispersions, which are consistent, even
when the Portsmouth values are formally lower than the SDSS
instrumental resolution. The host galaxy of PS16dtm, which has a
Portsmouth velocity dispersion of  -45 13 km s 1, also had
spectra taken by Xiao et al. (2011) with the Keck Echelette
Spectrograph and Imager, as well as the Magellan Echelette
spectrograph, which have instrumental dispersions of 22 and

-26 km s 1, respectively. Xiao et al. (2011) measure a velocity

Figure 4. TDE subsamples in Hα– dH A phase space. While the small number of events in each panel precludes any statistically significant statement, we see the
following: (1) X-ray TDEs are found in quiescent galaxies, including hosts with strong Balmer absorption features; (2) likely and possible X-ray TDEs are
found in both quiescent and star-forming galaxies; (3) more than half of the veiled TDEs, including those with broad H or He lines (marked with a “+”), are
found in quiescent galaxies, including hosts with strong Balmer absorption lines; (4) veiled TDEs with coronal lines (marked with an “×”) lie in star-forming
hosts; and (5) overall, TDEs in star-forming galaxies appear to be shifted to lower dH A absorption values than the general star-forming population.
ASASSN14li, ASASSN15oi, and SDSS J0748 appear twice. The first two, marked by a purple square and an orange diamond, respectively, are an X-ray TDE
and possible TDE with optical spectra exhibiting broad H and He features. The third event, discovered due to the coronal lines in its spectrum, also exhibits
broad H and He features.

19 The LEPHARE fitting code failed to calculate stellar masses for SDSS J1350
and SDSS J0159. In these instances, we adopted masses calculated by either
the Portsmouth or GALSPEC pipelines. The masses from these pipelines were
corrected for being 0.13 dex larger, on average, than those produced by
LEPHARE. (See Zahid et al. 2016c for the difference between the Portsmouth
and LEPHARE values. We calculated the difference between the GALSPEC and
LEPHARE masses ourselves.)

20 Two TDE hosts are unresolved, leading to lower limits on their sizes and
upper limits on their surface mass densities. A third galaxy, RX J1420-B, is an
outlier and is dealt with in detail in the following discussion.
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dispersion of  -45 3 km s 1, consistent with the Portsmouth
value.

We control for galaxy stellar mass by testing how limiting
the stellar mass range of the volume-weighted control sample
changes the distributions of 

SM and sv. We use several stellar
mass ranges: (1) the complete galaxy sample, without any cut
(shown in Figure 5); (2) galaxies with  >( )☉M Mlog 8, which
include all galaxies that are expected to have SMBHs massive
enough to create TDEs; (3) galaxies with  >( )☉M Mlog 9, as
all our TDE hosts have masses larger than this lower limit; (4)
galaxies with  >( )☉M Mlog 9.5, at which point we begin
to exclude TDE host galaxies; and (5) galaxies with

 <( )☉M Mlog 11, as more massive galaxies, which harbor
SMBHs with Schwarzshild radii that extend beyond the tidal
radii, are not expected to harbor TDEs. Table 4 and Figure 7
show the results of these tests, which we discuss later.21

Figure 5 shows that TDE host galaxies are found in a narrow
band of stellar surface mass density with a median of


S = -

+( )log 9.5M 0.1
0.4, where the uncertainties reflect the 16th

and 84th percentiles of the distribution of 13 TDE hosts with

Table 3
TDE Host Properties Used in Figure 5

TDE Host ( )☉M Mlog a r50
b

S( )log M
c sv

d sv source TTDE
e TGal

f

(arcsec [kpc]) (km s−1)

TDE hosts with Sérsic half-light radii
ASASSN14li -

+9.3 0.1
0.1 1.0(0.4) -

+10.1 0.2
0.2 63±3 SDSS (Portsmouth) X-ray+H/He QBS

SDSS J1201 -
+10.61 0.16

0.08 1.4(3.6) -
+9.5 0.3

0.2 L L Likely X-ray Q

SDSS J1323 -
+10.38 0.07

0.06 1.3(2.7) -
+9.5 0.2

0.2 75±10 SDSS (Portsmouth) Likely X-ray Q

RX J1420-A -
+10.53 0.07

0.07 0.8(2.5) -
+9.7 0.2

0.2 131±13 SDSS (Portsmouth) Possible X-ray Q

RX J1420-Bg
-
+8.55 0.26

0.24 1.2(3.6) -
+7.4 0.3

0.3 168±52 SDSS (Portsmouth) Possible X-ray SF

SDSS J0159 -
+10.37 0.06

0.11 >( )0.3 1.7 <9.9 128±17 SDSS (Portsmouth) Possible X-ray SF

RBS 1032 -
+9.19 0.16

0.15 1.4(0.7) -
+9.5 0.2

0.2 36±9 SDSS (Portsmouth) Possible X-ray QBS

NGC 5905 -
+10.83 0.06

0.22 11.7(2.2) -
+10.1 0.2

0.3 L L Possible X-ray SF

ASASSN14ae -
+9.73 0.13

0.13 1.7(1.3) -
+9.5 0.2

0.2 41±6 SDSS (Portsmouth) Veiled+H/He QBS

PTF09ge -
+9.87 0.17

0.13 1.9(2.3) -
+9.2 0.3

0.2 59±9 SDSS (Portsmouth) Veiled+H/He Q

SDSS J0748 -
+10.18 0.09

0.06 1.7(2.3) -
+9.5 0.2

0.2 126±7 SDSS (Portsmouth) Veiled+coronal+H/He SF

SDSS J0952 -
+10.37 0.07

0.06 >( )0.5 1.0 <10.4 L L Veiled+coronal SF/AGN
SDSS J1342 -

+9.64 0.07
0.23 1.3(0.9) -

+9.7 0.2
0.3 72±6 SDSS (Portsmouth) Veiled+coronal SF

SDSS J1350 -
+9.94 0.20

0.17 1.4(2.0) -
+9.3 0.3

0.3 L L Veiled+coronal SF/AGN
iPTF15af -

+10.31 0.10
0.08 1.9(2.6) -

+9.5 0.2
0.2 98±11 SDSS (Portsmouth) Veiled+H/He QBS

PS16dtm -
+9.77 0.13

0.11 0.9(1.5) -
+9.4 0.2

0.2 45±13 SDSS (Portsmouth) Veiled SF/AGN

TDE hosts with Petrosian half-light radiih

3XMM J1521 -
+10.17 0.20

0.11 0.8(2.1) -
+9.5 0.3

0.2 62±14 SDSS (Portsmouth) Likely X-ray Q

D3-13 10.7 0.7(7.2) -
+9.4 0.2

0.2 133±6 Wevers et al. (2017) Possible X-ray Q

iPTF16fnl -
+9.59 0.25

0.20 3.3(1.1) -
+9.6 0.3

0.3 55±2 Wevers et al. (2017) Veiled+H/He QBS

iPTF16axa -
+10.25 0.08

0.05 1.4(3.4) -
+9.4 0.2

0.2 82±3 Wevers et al. (2017) Veiled Q

PTF09djl -
+9.91 0.17

0.13 0.9(3.8) -
+9.1 0.3

0.3 64±7 Wevers et al. (2017) Veiled+H/He QBS

PTF09axc -
+9.84 0.09

0.06 1.1(2.8) -
+9.2 0.2

0.2 60±4 Wevers et al. (2017) Veiled+H/He QBS

PS1-10jh -
+9.2 0.3

0.3 0.8(3.1) -
+8.7 0.4

0.3 65±3 Wevers et al. (2017) Veiled+H/He Q

D23-H1i -
+10.08 0.07

0.15 0.9(4.0) -
+9.2 0.2

0.2 86±14 SDSS (Portsmouth) Veiled SF

TDE1i -
+10.08 0.12

0.08 0.9(2.8) -
+9.5 0.2

0.2 137±12 SDSS (Portsmouth) Veiled Q

Notes.
a Stellar masses computed from SDSS cmodel magnitudes using the LEPHARE code. The masses for SDSS J0159 and SDSS J1350 were computed by the Portsmouth
and GALSPEC pipelines, respectively. For these galaxies, the measured masses were reduced by 0.13 dex to reflect the average systematic offset between the results of
LEPHARE and the other pipelines.
b ¢r -band Sérsic half-light radius in arcsec, as it appears in the NYU value-added catalog, and in kpc after conversion based on the SDSS redshift (except for SDSS
J1201, which has a non-SDSS redshift, and NGC 5905, which is»39 Mpc away). Following Zahid et al. (2016b), we adopt an uncertainty of 0.1 dex on these values.
c Surface stellar mass density, computed as S = [( ) ( )]☉M r Mlog kpcM 50

2 2 .
d Stellar velocity dispersion, as measured by the Portsmouth pipeline.
e TDE type, according to A17.
f Host-galaxy type, where quiescent (Q) and star-forming (SF) galaxies are defined as having Hα EW < 3 Å and Hα EW  Å3 , respectively. Quiescent Balmer-
strong galaxies (QBS) have Hα EW< 3 Å and d s d- ( )H HA A Lick index> Å1.31 . Galaxies with Hα EW 3 Å and evidence of AGN activity are labeled as SF/
AGN (see Section 3.3).
g We treat RX J1420-B as an outlier and exclude it from all calculations and statistical tests; see Section 3.4.
h TDE hosts with ¢r -band Petrosian (instead of Sérsic) half-light radii. Stellar masses were derived using LEPHARE, except for D3-13, where the mass was derived by
van Velzen (2018) using KCORRECT.
i The host galaxies of D23-H1 and TDE1 also have Wevers et al. (2017) velocity dispersions: 77±18 and  -126 7 km s 1, respectively, consistent with their
Portsmouth values.

21 The last stellar mass cut,  <( )☉M Mlog 11, produces nearly identical
results as the control sample with no stellar mass cut, and so is not shown in
Table 4.
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secure 
SM measurements. All thirteen of these TDE hosts

have redshifts <z 0.2, similar to the galaxies in the control
sample.

We test the null hypothesis that the distribution of TDE hosts
traces that of the control galaxy population by calculating the
probability of obtaining xobs or fewer TDE hosts with 

SM
values below some critical value (either the median 

SM of the
TDE hosts or a lower limit on 

SM below which there are no
TDE hosts in our sample). For this test, we use the binomial
distribution,

= - -⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ∣ ) ( ) ( )( )P x n p

n

x
p p, 1 , 5x n x

where n is the number of TDE hosts in our sample, and p and x
are the fraction of the control galaxy population and number of
TDE hosts, respectively, with stellar surface mass densities
smaller than the critical value. We express the resultant p-value
in terms of the Gaussian distribution’s standard deviation, σ,
and claim a result as significant if the null hypothesis is rejected
at a s>3 significance.

When we use the median 
SM value, = =n p13, 0.88, and

=x 3obs , and we sum Equation (5) for =x 0, 1, 2, 3. In this
case, the null hypothesis that the stellar surface mass density of
the TDE hosts traces that of the control sample is rejected at

s>5 significance. For the more conservative lower limit,
chosen so that = =x p0, 0.71obs , the probability of obtaining
xobs or fewer hosts below this lower limit is just Equation (5)
with x=0. The null hypothesis is still rejected at s>5 .

Additionally, a Mann–Whitney U test rejects the null
hypothesis that the distributions of TDE host and control
galaxy 

SM have the same medians with a p-value of <0.01.
Table 4 and the right-hand panel of Figure 5 show that this

effect is driven by star-forming TDE hosts, which have
significantly higher 

SM values than the star-forming control

sample. In comparison, quiescent TDE hosts have 
SM values

more similar to the quiescent control galaxies (i.e., the same
binomial test yields only a s>2 offset), which have higher 

SM
values to begin with.
These trends grow weaker as we limit the control sample to

successively more massive galaxies. When using either the
median or lower limit 

SM values noted previously, the binomial
test provides insignificant ( s<3 ) results for the overall control
sample at stellar mass cuts of> ☉M109.5 , and for the star-forming
galaxy subsample at > ☉M109 . Likewise, the p-value of the
Mann–Whitney U, for all galaxies and star-forming galaxies
specifically, rises to>0.01 when we limit the stellar mass of the
control sample to > ☉M109.5 . This happens because as we
exclude less-massive galaxies, we remove galaxies with lower
stellar surface mass densities from the control sample.
If there is a selection effect that somehow disfavors detecting

TDEs in star-forming galaxies with low stellar surface mass
densities, it might affect our conclusions that TDE hosts prefer
galaxies with 

S >( )log 9M values. Yet this is unlikely for
several reasons. First, star-forming galaxies with low 

SM
values are generally less massive, and thus less luminous, as
well as less dusty (Zahid et al. 2013), making it easier to detect
TDEs in them. Second, if veiled TDEs (i.e., those TDEs
without detected X-ray emission as opposed to those merely
unobserved in X-rays) have high extinction, we would expect
to see even more TDEs in lower-mass, less dusty galaxies.
Finally, we examine the possible effects of the optical

coronal lines present in some of the spectra of the veiled TDE
sample. If the TDEs were already present when their images
were taken by the SDSS, it could lead to an underestimation of
their half-light radii and thus an overestimation of 

SM . The
images of SDSS J1342 and J1350 were taken 1 and 2 years
prior to their spectra, respectively, but it is unknown when the
TDEs occurred. SDSS J0748, on the other hand, was imaged
only 4 months before its spectrum was taken, and the spectrum

Figure 5. Stellar velocity dispersion (sv) vs. stellar surface mass density ( SM ) of TDE host galaxies. Left: TDE hosts with galaxy properties measured as for the SDSS
control sample are marked with purple squares. Hosts with SM values based on Petrosian (instead of Sérsic) half-light radii, most of which have velocity dispersions
from Wevers et al. (2017), are denoted by gray circles (see Table 3). Contours represent the 25th, 50th, and 84th percentiles of the volume-weighted background
galaxy distribution. The phase space delineated by the dashed gray line includes 24% of the galaxies in the control sample. Right: the galaxy and TDE host samples are
divided into star-forming (blue) and quiescent (red) galaxies. RX J1420-A is found with the rest of the TDE hosts, while RX J1420-B is a stark outlier, hinting that the
former galaxy is the real host. Whether we do not apply a stellar mass cut (shown here), or require  >( )☉M Mlog 8, 9, or 9.5 (Figure 7), we find that TDE hosts have
significantly higher stellar surface mass densities than the general galaxy population. This trend is driven by star-forming TDE hosts, which have higher SM values
than the star-forming control galaxies. Quiescent TDE hosts have SM values consistent with those of the quiescent control galaxies. There is also some evidence that
quiescent TDE hosts have lower sv values than the quiescent control population. (The significance of this offset depends on the sv range considered.) The gray squares
shown in the left panel, though not included in the formal statistical analysis, are consistent with these trends.
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exhibits broad H and He features in addition to the coronal
lines, indicating that the TDE had occurred in the recent past.
As some TDEs (e.g., ASASSN14li; Holoien et al. 2016b) have
exhibited broad H and He features months after they were first
detected, it is possible that the TDE in SDSS J0748 was already
present when the SDSS image was taken. Removing it from the
sample, however, does not change our results.

The 14 TDE hosts with Portsmouth velocity dispersions
have a median value of s = -

+( )log 1.9v 0.2
0.2. Quiescent and star-

forming TDE hosts have similar values: -
+1.8 0.2

0.3 and -
+1.9 0.2

0.2,
respectively. Both the binomial test and Mann–Whitney U test
cannot rule out the null hypothesis that the velocity dispersions
of the TDE hosts are randomly drawn from the underlying
control populations. This is true whether we use the median sv

or a more conservative upper limit of s >( )log 2.2v (the upper
range of sv values for the TDE hosts).

Thus we do not claim a detection of an offset between the
velocity dispersions of TDE hosts and those of the general galaxy
population. However, the observation that quiescent TDE hosts
have lower velocity dispersions, at least when compared to the
peak of the quiescent-galaxy control sample, is suggestive for
two reasons: first, more compact galaxies tend to have higher—
not lower—velocity dispersions, as shown by Zahid & Geller
(2017); and second, theoretical formulations of the TDE rate
claim an inverse dependence on velocity dispersion.

Table 2 once more shows that our results do not depend
significantly on the choice of TDE type used in the analysis.
The significance of the higher density of the TDE hosts drops
as the size of the TDE sample decreases, but only drops to s>2
when we confine the analysis to three X-ray and likely X-ray
TDEs. Likewise, all TDE types have hosts within the same
range of velocity dispersion values, but the significance of TDE
hosts having a lower median velocity dispersion than the
overall control sample drops to s>2 earlier, when the sample is
limited to <9 events.

Figure 5 shows that all types of TDEs considered in this
work occupy the same 

SM –sv phase space. This clustering is
also true regardless of whether the hosts of these TDEs are star-
forming, quiescent, or quiescent Balmer-strong.
Depending on the choice of stellar mass cut on the

background galaxy sample (no cut, as well as  >( )☉M Mlog
8, 9, and 9.5), the phase space occupied by the TDE hosts in
Figure 5, bound by 

S >( )log 9M and s <( )log 2.2v , accounts
for 24%, 31%, 48%, and 56% of the overall volume-weighted
galaxy sample. The same binomial test used previously shows
that the clustering of TDE hosts in this portion of phase space is
significant at s s s5 , 5 , 3 , and s3 , respectively.
While performing the analysis described here, Wevers et al.

(2017) published a sample of velocity dispersions for 12 TDEs.
Eight of those have SDSS imaging but do not appear in the
NYU value-added catalog, in some cases because their spectra
are not from the SDSS legacy survey (e.g., TDE1 and D23-
H1). We can use these data to test our results that TDE hosts
prefer galaxies with high 

SM values. To do so, we substitute
SDSS ¢r -band Petrosian half-light radii for the Sérsic half-light
radii from the NYU catalog,22 and measure M using LEPHARE
and the galaxies’ SDSS cmodel magnitudes (Table 3).23 To this
sample, we add 3XMM J1521, which has a Portsmouth
velocity dispersion but no Sérsic half-light radius. The host-
galaxy type is derived either from Table 1 or from the TDE
discovery papers (quiescent for both D3-13 and iPTF16axa;
Gezari et al. 2008; Hung et al. 2017). The star-forming nature
of the host of D23-H1 is apparent from its BOSS spectrum.
D3-13 and iPTF16axa are not included in Table 1, as we do not
have their host-galaxy spectra. They were classified as possible
X-ray and veiled TDEs, respectively, by A17.

Table 4
Significance of TDE Host High Stellar Surface Mass Density and Low Velocity Dispersion

Stellar Mass Cut Galaxy Type S < S S( ) ( )f M med
TDE

min
TDE a Significanceb pU

c s s s>( ( ))f v med
TDE

max
TDE d Significancee pU

f

No stellar mass cut All 0.88(0.71) 5σ(5σ) <0.01 0.48(0.09) 1σ(1σ) 0.26
Star-forming 0.97(0.83) 3σ(3σ) <0.01 0.28(0.06) 1σ(1σ) 0.12
Quiescent 0.50(0.22) 2σ(1σ) 0.62 0.68(0.23) 1σ(1σ) 0.16

 > ☉M M108 All 0.85(0.63) 4σ(4σ) <0.01 0.48(0.08) 1σ(1σ) 0.26
Star-forming 0.96(0.76) 3σ(3σ) <0.01 0.24(0.04) 1σ(1σ) 0.08
Quiescent 0.50(0.22) 2σ(1σ) 0.63 0.68(0.23) 2σ(1σ) 0.15

 > ☉M M109 All 0.74(0.42) 3σ(3σ) <0.01 0.58(0.11) 1σ(1σ) 0.83
Star-forming 0.91(0.58) 2σ(2σ) <0.01 0.27(0.01) 1σ(1σ) 0.10
Quiescent 0.42(0.11) 1σ(1σ) 0.84 0.78(0.28) 2σ(1σ) 0.03

 > ☉M M109.5 All 0.64(0.29) 2σ(2σ) 0.07 0.74(0.16) 1σ(1σ) 0.53
Star-forming 0.88(0.46) 2σ(2σ) <0.01 0.38(0.02) 1σ(1σ) 0.28
Quiescent 0.33(0.05) 1σ(1σ) 0.14 0.91(0.34) 2σ(1σ) 0.01

Notes.
a Fraction of volume-weighted galaxy sample below the median SM of TDE hosts, S =( )log 9.5med

TDE for both quiescent and star-forming galaxies, or the lower range
of TDE host SM values, S =( )log 9min

TDE , in parentheses.
b Significance of binomial test for each SM value given the cuts on stellar mass and galaxy type (all, quiescent, or star-forming).
c p-value of Mann–Whitney U test that compares the medians of the TDE host and control SM distributions.
d Fraction of volume-weighted galaxy sample above the median sv of TDE hosts, s =( )log 1.8med

TDE for quiescent and s =( )log 1.9med
TDE for star-forming galaxies, or the

upper range of TDE host sv values, s =( )log 2.2max
TDE , in parentheses.

e Significance of finding no TDEs above each sv value given the cuts on stellar mass and galaxy type (all, quiescent, or star-forming).
f p-value of Mann–Whitney U test that compares the medians of the TDE host and control sv distributions.

22 On average, the Petrosian r50 are larger than the Sérsic R50 by~ 0. 3, which
we take into account in our calculations.
23 LEPHARE failed to derive a stellar mass for D3-13. Instead, we use the value
measured by van Velzen (2018) using KCORRECT (Blanton & Roweis 2007).
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Because the properties of these TDE hosts are derived
differently than for the SDSS control sample and for the hosts
used in our analysis, we do not include them in our formal
statistical analysis. However, as shown in Figure 5, taking them
into account would only strengthen our claims, as these nine
TDE hosts fall in the same 

SM –sv phase space identified
earlier. The only TDE host lying outside of this phase space is
that of PS1-10jh, but even its stellar surface mass density, given
the uncertainty, is consistent with the rest of the sample.

3.3. TDE Hosts with AGNs

Several of the TDE hosts in our sample are known, or
suspected, to harbor AGNs. These galaxies could potentially
bias our results for two reasons: First, quiescent galaxies with
AGNs that exhibit broad Hα emission lines could be mistaken
for star-forming galaxies, as our only criterion for such a
classification is an Hα EW  Å3 . Second, at a given stellar
mass, AGN host galaxies will appear more compact than other
galaxies, due to the bright AGN in their cores.

As we describe in Section 2.2, we remove AGNs from the
SDSS control sample by excluding galaxies with GALSPEC
BPT classifications of composite, AGN, or low-S/N LINER.
French et al. (2017) found LINER-like emission in
ASASSN14li as well as most of the veiled TDEs they studied.
However, the ionization source was ambiguous, and could be
related to evolved stars (e.g., Yan & Blanton 2012) or merger
shocks (Rich et al. 2015; Alatalo et al. 2016).

Our TDE host sample includes five galaxies with strong
evidence for AGNs: ASASSN14li (Prieto et al. 2016, along with
an AGN classification from GALSPEC), F01004 (Tadhunter et al.
2017), PS16dtm (Blanchard et al. 2017), SDSS J0952, and SDSS
J1350. The last two are classified by GALSPEC as composite and
AGN, respectively.

Five more TDE hosts have conflicting evidence of AGN
activity, or evidence that the AGN does not dominate the light
of the galaxy. PTF09ge is classified by GALSPEC as a low-S/N
LINER, but a close inspection of its SDSS spectrum reveals it
to be a quiescent galaxy where an AGN, if present, does not
dominate over the light of the galaxy. Arcavi et al. (2014) noted
that the X-ray emission and [O III]/Hβ emission-line ratio of
the host of PTF09axc was consistent with a very weak AGN.
Bower et al. (2013) discovered radio emission from SDSS
J142025.18+533354.9, a galaxy offset from both RX J1420A
and RX J1420B, which were identified by Greiner et al. (2000)
as the potential host galaxies of the RX J1420 flare. Esquej
et al. (2007) note that 2MASX J0249 is classified as a Seyfert
1.9 galaxy according to its Hα line, but that it fails the [N II]
6583Å/Hα AGN diagnostic. Ground-based spectra of NGC
5905 identify it as a starburst galaxy (Ho et al. 1995; Komossa
& Bade 1999); only a Hubble Space Telescope 0. 1 STIS slit is
narrow enough to filter out the stellar content of the nucleus
and reveal low-luminosity Seyfert 2 emission-line ratios
(Gezari et al. 2003).

In all of the statistical analyses conducted in this work,
excluding the TDE hosts listed previously has no significant
impact on our results. Specifically, of the five TDE hosts listed
as star-forming in Table 3 and used in the binomial test, two
have AGN activity (PS16dtm and SDSS J1350). As noted,
NGC 5905 is a starbursting galaxy on kpc scales, and is treated
here as star-forming. The last two galaxies, namely SDSS
J0748 and SDSS J1342, are definitively classified as star-
forming (by their colors, specific star formation rates, and BPT

diagnostics). The binomial test continues to reject the null
hypothesis that the star-forming TDE hosts have similar stellar
surface mass densities as the control star-forming galaxies at
high significance, even when the number of star-forming TDE
hosts is reduced to these last three.

3.4. The Case of RX J1420

RX J1420.4+5334, referred to here as RX J1420, was
reported by Greiner et al. (2000) as an X-ray source that varied
by a factor of 150 in flux between template ROSAT
observation and the ROSAT All-Sky Survey in 1990.
Following A17, we treat this object as a likely TDE candidate.
Greiner et al. (2000) identified two possible host galaxies in
optical images within the 10′′-radius error circle of ROSAT’s
High Resolution Imager. Following Greiner et al. (2000), we
label these hosts RX J1420-A and RX J1420-B. Both galaxies
were later targeted by SDSS for spectroscopy, from which their
global properties have been measured here.
Figure 5 shows that RX J1420-A has properties consistent

with the rest of the TDE host galaxies in our sample, while RX
J1420-B is a stark outlier. Thus we propose that RX J1420-A is
the actual host galaxy of this TDE and suggest that the galaxy
properties we focus on here, namely stellar surface mass
density and velocity dispersion, can be used to identify the host
galaxies of other TDEs in similar cases. Appropriately,
throughout this work we have excluded RX J1420-B from
calculations and statistical tests.

4. The TDE Rate

After establishing that TDEs prefer host galaxies with high
surface mass densities (most strongly in star-forming galaxies
and, at a lesser significance, in quiescent galaxies) and,
perhaps, low velocity dispersions (to some extent in quiescent
galaxies but not in star-forming galaxies), and based on
theoretical assumptions that the TDE rate should have some
dependence (usually expressed as a power-law) on the density
and velocity dispersion of the stars in the loss cone of the
SMBH, in this section we describe a statistical model for the
TDE occurrence rate as a function of these global host galaxy
properties. We formulate this dependence as


sµ S ´a b ( )R . 6M vTDE

4.1. Statistical Model

Let m S( ∣ )yN , generically indicate a multivariate Gaussian
probability density in y with mean m and covariance S. The
model consists of the following ingredients.

1. Let


s= S( )x log , logM v
T

10 10 be the vector of the latent
(true, underlying) log values of the stellar mass density
and the velocity dispersion of a galaxy. Let x̂ be the
estimated values of these quantities, which differ from the
latent values x by measurement error. We assume
Gaussian errors,24 so the measurement likelihood func-
tion is =( ˆ ∣ ) ( ˆ ∣ )x x x x WP N , . For simplicity, we assume
the measurement covariance matrix W is diagonal with
known variances.

2. Using a large sample of background galaxies (that did not
host TDEs), we estimate the density ( )xfgal of galaxies in

24 This is an acceptable assumption, given that the errorbars on SM and sv
reported in Table 3 are mostly symmetric.
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the x-plane. We do this non-parametrically by applying
2D kernel density estimation (KDE) to the volume-
weighted sample of background galaxies described in
Section 2.2. Because the measurement errors are small
relative to the intrinsic scatter of the background galaxies
in the x-plane, they can be ignored in this step when
constructing the KDE for ( )xfgal .

3. We assume the enhancement of the TDE occurrence rate
is a power-law function of the galaxy properties x,





a b sµS ´

µ ´

a b

a b sS

( ∣ )
( )

xR ,

10 10 , 7

M vTDE

log logM v10 10

where a b, are the parameters of interest we want to
estimate.

Given these ingredients, the probability density of a TDE
occurring in a host galaxy with measured properties x̂ is
proportional to the product of the background galaxy density,
the enhancement function, and the measurement likelihood
function,

òa b a b a b=( ˆ ∣ ) ( ) ( ˆ ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( )x x x x x xP k P R f d, , , , 8TDE gal

with the latent galaxy properties x integrated out. The
normalization factor is determined by requiring the probability
to integrate to one, ò a b =( ˆ ∣ ) ˆx xP d, 1, and is a function of the
parameters a b, :

òa b a b=- ( ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( )x x xk R f d, , . 91
TDE gal

Now we can construct the likelihood function of the
enhancement parameters a b, , given measurements of the host
properties  = {ˆ }xi of N observed TDEs:

 a b a b=
=

( ∣ ) ( ˆ ∣ ) ( )xP P, , . 10
i

N

i
1

With flat priors a b µ( )P , 1,25 the posterior density of the
parameters is proportional to this likelihood:

  a b a b a b a bµ µ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( ∣ ) ( )P P P P, , , , . 11

4.2. Parameter Estimation

We apply our statistical model to the subsample of 10 TDE
host galaxies with known 

SM and sv values shown in Figure 5
(excluding the outlier RX J1420-B). Our first step is to find the
maximum-likelihood estimates (MLE) for a b, by optimizing
the log of this likelihood function. Next, we evaluate this
likelihood function on a 2D grid in a b, centered on the MLE.
We show the likelihood contours in Figure 6. We display the
contours containing approximately 68%, 95%, and 99.7% of
the highest posterior density as the black curves. Finally, we
marginalize in each direction to obtain marginal posterior
densities of each parameter a( ∣ )P and b( ∣ )P . We compute
the posterior mean and standard deviations of each parameter
a = ˆ 0.9 0.2 and b = - ˆ 1.0 0.6. As expected from
Section 3.2, we find a significant dependence on surface mass
density and a hint of an inverse dependence on velocity
dispersion. As more TDEs are discovered and their host

galaxies analyzed, our statistical model will be useful for
further testing the significance of these trends.
To test the sensitivity of these parameter estimates to the

composition of the TDE host sample, we bootstrap resample
the TDE hosts. For each bootstrap sample, we use the
previously defined procedure to find the parameter estimates.
We examine the distribution over the bootstrap samples and
find that the mean and standard deviations are a =ˆ boot

0.88 0.06 and b = - ˆ 0.9 0.4boot . These estimates are
consistent with the likelihood analysis provided, although the
dispersions underestimate the uncertainties. Conservatively, we
take the posterior standard deviations of the original sample as
our final uncertainties.
In practice, the impact of the measurement uncertainties of x̂

on the parameter estimates is quite small. This is because the
typical uncertainty on


S( )log M10 is ∼0.20 and on s( )log v10 is

0.10. Since the product of the galaxy density ( )xfgal and
enhancement function ( )xRTDE is smoothly and slowly varying
on the scale of the measurement error, it can be approximated
as a constant under the integral in Equation (8), or equivalently,

( ˆ ∣ )x xP can be set equal to a delta function.
As in previous sections, Table 2 shows that the choice of

TDE subsample has no effect on the results of our analysis
beyond enlarging the uncertainties of the fitted parameters as
the size of the samples decrease. Importantly, the direct
dependence on surface mass density remains significant.
Likewise, applying the stellar mass cuts from Table 4 to
the control sample, or limiting the redshift range to

< <z0.01 0.1, does not have a significant impact on a b, .
In this analysis, we have restricted the TDE host-galaxy sample

to those with Sérsic half-light radii (the top half of Table 3), so that
we could compare them directly to the control sample. Adding the
nine TDE hosts with Petrosian half-light radii, the majority of

Figure 6. Maximum-likelihood estimates of the exponents α and β in the
empirical formulation of the TDE rates as


sµ S ´a bR M vTDE . The contours in

the bottom-left plot contain approximately 68%, 95%, and 99.7% of the highest
posterior probability. The bottom-right and upper-left panels show the marginal
posteriors of α and β, respectively. The maximum-likelihood estimate of a b,
(marked with a cross) is a = ˆ 0.9 0.2 and b = - ˆ 1.0 0.6. This implies a
direct dependence of the TDE rate on global stellar surface mass density and
suggests an inverse dependence on the global stellar velocity dispersion.

25 Where a b, are evaluated on a wide grid of values spanning - ´[ ]5, 5
-[ ]5, 5 .
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which have velocity dispersions measured by Wevers et al. (2017)
instead of the Portsmouth pipeline, results in consistent estimates of
a = ˆ 0.86 0.15 and b = - ˆ 0.8 0.5. PS1-10jh, which has a
lower 

SM value than the rest of the sample, has very little effect on
these estimates. Removing it from the sample results in
a = ˆ 0.89 0.15 and b = - ˆ 0.8 0.5.

When the TDE and control samples are split between star-
forming (three TDE hosts) and quiescent (seven hosts)
galaxies, the estimates of α and β remain consistent, though
with larger statistical uncertainties: a b=  =ˆ ˆ1.0 0.3,

0.5 1.2 for star-forming galaxies, and a b=  =ˆ ˆ0.7 0.3,
- 1.8 0.8. As expected from Section 3.2, the dependence on


SM remains significant, while the suggestion of an inverse
dependence on sv remains statistically insignificantly different
from zero and is driven by the quiescent TDE hosts.

5. Discussion

5.1. Quiescent Balmer-strong Galaxies and 
SM

The 
SM –sv phase space occupied by TDE hosts in Figure 5

includes 73% of all quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies and 36%
of the quiescent moderately Balmer-strong galaxies. It is thus
tempting to assume that the overabundance of these galaxies
among TDE hosts stems from a shared predilection for the high
stellar density observed in all TDE hosts. However, the
overabundance of high- 

SM galaxies among TDE hosts,
assuming that they account for only 12%–30% of the galaxy
population,26 is a factor of ∼3–8, while in this work we find
that quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies are overabundant among
TDE hosts by factors of at least 10–30.

By this calculation, it is possible that another physical
process, such as the production of a compact SMBH binary in
the wake of a merger event (e.g., Chen et al. 2009, 2011), is
also at play. However, this calculation tacitly assumes that the
local stellar surface mass density in the SMBH loss cone is
linearly correlated with the global value. If, on the other hand,
galaxies with the same global 

SM value have a range of sub-pc
stellar surface mass densities, and TDEs preferentially occur in
galaxies with local densities at the top of this range, our
calculation might only represent a lower limit on the effect of
stellar density on the TDE rate.

5.2. 
SM and Galaxy Quenching

There is a growing body of work positing that before
becoming quiescent, star-forming galaxies go through a phase
of compaction (e.g., Cheung et al. 2012; Fang et al. 2013;
Zolotov et al. 2015; Tacchella et al. 2016; Barro et al. 2017).
Interestingly, the critical stellar surface mass density at which
this process occurs lies in the range S =( )log 91 –9.4 (Woo
et al. 2015), where S1 is the stellar surface mass density
measured within a radius of 1 kpc around the center of the
galaxy. Even though in this work we have measured 

SM using
either the Sérsic or Petrosian ¢r -band half-light radii (not strictly
within 1 kpc of the core), the median 

S( )log M of our TDE
hosts, -

+9.5 0.1
0.4, is consistent with the range provided.

While the physical drivers that change morphology along-
side the star-forming properties of galaxies might be different

with redshift, and morphological change may not always
precede an end to star formation, it is interesting to note that the
TDE hosts so far have been either already quiescent galaxies,
or star-forming galaxies with unusually high stellar surface
densities.
If the TDE rate only depends on the dynamical relaxation of

stars around the SMBH, and the effects seen here in the global
properties of the TDE hosts are due to a correlation with the
smaller-scale stellar properties closest to the SMBH, we should
expect that as the TDE sample continues to grow, we will begin
to discover TDEs in hosts with 

S <( )log 9.5M . If, however,
we continue to find that TDE hosts always prefer galaxies with
globally high stellar surface mass densities, this might signal a
connection between the process of morphological change in a
galaxy and the TDE rate that goes beyond correlations to the
conditions nearest to the SMBH.

5.3. Comparison to Other Works

Law-Smith et al. (2017), which appeared on arXiv several
days before this work, conducted an independent and
complementary analysis of TDE host-galaxy properties. This
work considered a smaller sample of TDE host galaxies, which
was also matched to the SDSS, but without accounting for the
survey’s magnitude-limited nature, as we do here.
As in our work, Law-Smith et al. (2017) find that quiescent

Balmer-strong galaxies are overrepresented among TDE hosts,
though at a formally lower value than found by F16. The
overabundance factors they find, based on their smaller sample,
are similar to ours.
Importantly, Law-Smith et al. (2017) concentrate on a

complementary set of galaxy properties to those considered
here. They find that TDE hosts have high galaxy Sérsic indices
and high bulge-to-total-light ratios, indicating that the cores of
TDE hosts are denser than those of other galaxies. This is
similar to our finding that TDEs prefer galaxies with high
stellar surface mass densities. One difference is that we control
for the type of galaxy in which the TDE is found (quiescent or
star-forming). As shown previously, the determination that
TDE hosts have higher stellar densities is driven principally by
the star-forming hosts, whereas the stellar densities of the
quiescent hosts are more consistent with those of the general
quiescent population.
Furthermore, although both works adhere to the A17

classification scheme, we control our analysis for different
subsamples of TDE types. We have shown that our results are
independent of TDE type.
Finally, we put forward a statistical model that empirically

relates the TDE rate to the global galaxy properties we study
here, 

SM and sv.
van Velzen (2018) used a subsample of the TDE hosts

studied by Wevers et al. (2017) to reconstruct the TDE
luminosity and black-hole mass functions. Using a control
sample of synthetic galaxies from the NYU value-added
catalog, he shows that if the TDE rate depends only on the
mass of the SMBH, µ gR MTDE • , then γ needs lie in the range
−0.5 to 0.3. The empirical rate we derive here is consistent
with his measurements, and falls within this range.

5.4. Comparison to Theory

Assuming that the global galaxy properties we use here are
directly correlated with the local properties in the vicinity of the

26 If we consider the full galaxy sample and the sample with  >( )☉M Mlog 8
in Table 4.
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SMBH, the values of a b, quoted in Section 4 imply that the
TDE rate is directly proportional to the density—and inversely
proportional to the velocity dispersion—of the stars in the loss
cone of the SMBH. Based on our TDE sample, only the first of
these correlations is statistically significant; a larger sample of
TDE host galaxies with both 

SM and sv measurements is
required to properly test the second assertion.

To estimate the rate of disruption, one needs to know the
number of stars that orbit the SMBH and the velocity at which
they encounter one another. These two quantities are related to
each other at the SMBH’s sphere of influence, the distance
within which the cluster of stars orbiting the SMBH has a mass
comparable to the SMBH (  < =( )M r r M2h •), with a size

s=r GMh •
2 (Peebles 1972). Its average surface density is

then p s pS = =M r G M• h
2 4 2

•, where Σ and σ denote the
local stellar surface mass density and velocity dispersion of the
stars surrounding the SMBH. The velocity dispersion, as a
property of the entire galaxy, has been found empirically to be
correlated with M•, and this allows us to relate Σ and σ.

With all other variables fixed, two-body relaxation yields a
disruption rate that scales inversely with M• and sh, with the
exact value of η depending on the cluster’s radial density
profile but h = 3 being typical (Magorrian & Tremaine 1999;
Wang & Merritt 2004; Stone & Metzger 2016). This suggests
that perhaps higher velocity dispersions should lead to greater
TDE rates. However, if one accounts for the fact that the
SMBH mass is itself found to be a strong function of σ, the net
dependence can be inversely proportional to σ. For different
subsamples of galaxies, a range of M•–σ relations sµ dM• are
possible (McConnell & Ma 2013), with s sS µ µd-4 0 for
d = 4 (no dependence) and sS µ -2 for d = 6.

Assuming the disruption rate is sµ a h-R MTDE • (Wang &
Merritt 2004), we can now rewrite it in terms of Σ and σ as

sµ S ´a h a-RTDE
4 . If we take our nominal estimates for α

and β ( h a= - 4 ) and propagate their uncertainties, we find that
h = 2.6 1.0 and a = 0.9 0.2, both of which are broadly
consistent with the Wang & Merritt (2004) predictions that
h = 3.5 and a = 1. This consistency is suggestive that the
enhanced TDE rate is driven by a faster dynamical relaxation of
the stars surrounding the SMBH, which may be simply a
consequence of the black holes being lower in mass (as
suggested by the low sv values measured by Wevers et al. 2017
and hinted at in Section 3.2).

6. Conclusions

The rate of tidal disruption events (TDEs) is predicted to
depend on the properties of the stars near the SMBH, which are
on sub-pc scales and so rarely measurable. Here we test
whether the TDE rate depends on global galaxy properties,
which are on kpc scales and directly observable. We
concentrate on global stellar surface mass density, 

SM , and
stellar velocity dispersion, sv, which correlate with galaxy
properties on small scales. We further test the overabundance
of quiescent Balmer-strong galaxies (many of which have post-
starburst, a.k.a. “E+A,” spectra) among the host galaxies of
TDEs, as first reported by Arcavi et al. (2014) and F16.

We assemble a sample of 37 host galaxies for 35 TDEs
identified primarily from X-ray or UV/optical imaging and

classified as bona-fide candidates by A17. The host galaxies
range in stellar mass from  =( )☉M Mlog 8.5 to 11 and in
redshift from 0.01 to 0.4. We measure the strength of the Hα
and Hδ lines in archival spectra of the host galaxies and
compare to similar values measured by the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) Galspec pipeline for a volume-weighted control
sample. For 10 of these hosts, we use SDSS value-added
catalogs to homogeneously measure their 

SM and sv values
and compare these properties with the control sample.
Our findings are:

1. TDEs are found in star-forming, quiescent, and quiescent
Balmer-strong galaxies.

2. Although the TDEs in our sample are found in a range of
galaxy types, 4 (or 8) of the 35 TDEs lie in rare quiescent,
Balmer-strong galaxies, depending on the strength of the
Hδ absorption line. When compared to their fractions in a
volume-weighted SDSS control sample, the quiescent
Balmer-strong hosts are overrepresented among the TDE
host galaxies by a factor of -

+35 17
21 (or -

+18 7
8). This

overrepresentation is lower than that found by F16, but
formally consistent within the uncertainties. This over-
abundance does not depend on the TDE class; the values
are similar for TDEs with and without known X-ray
emission.

3. For the TDE hosts with homogeneous measurements,


SM ranges over 109– ☉M10 kpc10 2 and sv ranges over
∼40– -140 km s 1. These stellar surface mass densities are
higher on average than the volume-weighted control
sample of SDSS galaxies with similar redshifts and stellar
masses. This difference arises for two reasons: (1) most of
the TDE hosts in this subsample are quiescent galaxies,
which tend to have higher 

SM values than the star-
forming galaxies that dominate the SDSS control sample,
and (2) the star-forming TDE hosts have higher average


SM values than the SDSS star-forming control galaxies.
There is also a (statistically insignificant) suggestion that
quiescent TDE hosts have lower velocity dispersions than
the control quiescent-galaxy sample.

4. The higher-than-normal global stellar density of star-
forming TDE hosts (and perhaps of quiescent TDE hosts
as well) and the suggestion of lower global velocity
dispersions (at least in quiescent TDE hosts) suggests that
these global properties can act as proxies for the sub-pc-
scale properties of the loss cone surrounding the SMBH.
Following theoretical predictions that the TDE rate
should depend on the density and velocity dispersion of
the stars in the loss cone, we suggest an empirical
formulation,


sµ S ´a bR M vTDE . Applying a statistical

model to the TDE hosts and the SDSS volume-weighted
control sample, we estimate a = ˆ 0.9 0.2 and
b = - ˆ 1.0 0.6. This significant, roughly linear depend-
ence on 

SM , coupled with a suggestion of an inverse,
linear (but not statistically significant) dependence on sv,
is broadly consistent with the TDE rate being tied to the
dynamical relaxation of stars around the SMBH.

While a larger sample of TDEs is required to further test this
picture, our work here suggests that some global properties of
TDE host galaxies may be used to constrain stellar properties in
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the vicinity of the SMBH. Furthermore, by separating our
sample of TDE hosts into star-forming and quiescent galaxies,
we make it possible for future theoretical works to undertake
more detailed comparisons between the theoretical and
observed TDE rates.
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Appendix
Stellar Mass Cuts and the Surface Mass Density

of TDE Hosts

In Section 3.2, we describe how limiting the volume-
weighted galaxy sample to galaxies with stellar masses

 >( )☉M Mlog 8 or >9 has no effect on the significance of
the higher stellar surface mass density of TDE host galaxies. In
Figure 7, we show how these stellar mass cuts affect the
background distribution of 

SM and sv. As expected, limiting
the stellar mass range of the control sample shifts it to higher


SM values. This shift, however, is not strong enough to
invalidate the significance of the higher stellar surface mass
density of the TDE host galaxies.
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Figure 7. Stellar velocity dispersion (sv) vs. stellar surface mass density ( SM ) of TDE host galaxies with SDSS spectroscopy. Contours and symbols as in Figure 5.
The different rows show the effect of limiting the mass range of the background galaxy sample. As detailed in Table 4, whether we require  >( )☉M Mlog 8 (upper
row),  >( )☉M Mlog 9 (center row), or  >( )☉M Mlog 9.5 (bottom row), we find that TDE hosts have significantly higher stellar surface mass densities than the
general galaxy population. This trend remains significant in star-forming galaxies, but not in quiescent ones.
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